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• nCC many-core research system: Intel SCC

- 48 Pentium cores with L1/2 caches, **no HW cache coherence**
- memory subsystem allows creation of shared memory

• previous research: focus on message passing (used MPB)

• new approach: use shared memory on nCC CPU for **one-sided communication** and **manage cache coherence in software**
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- **Origin**
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  - PUT
  - Access end
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  - RAM

- **Requirements**
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- **Target**
  - Exposure start
  - Exposure end

- **Window** (exposed by target)
  - RAM

- **Requirements for Software—Managed Cache Coherence**
  - Target/Exposure Start: Write window data back to origin
  - Origin/Access Start: Invalidate cached window data
  - Origin/Access End: Write window data back to target
  - Target/Exposure End: Invalidate cached window data
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**Requirements for Software-Managed Cache Coherence**

- **target/exposure start**: write window data back to RAM
- **origin/access start**: invalidate cached window data
- **origin/access end**: write window data back to RAM
- **target/exposure end**: invalidate cached window data
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- conventional cacheable/uncacheable memory types unsuited
- new memory type on SCC
  - L1-cacheable, cache lines marked with special bit
  - new instruction: invalidate marked cache lines in few cycles
  - configurable L1 behavior: write-back or write-through
  - write-combine buffer
- use new memory type + write-through for window
- requirement 1: write window data back to RAM
  \[\text{write-through cache configuration}\] for window
- requirement 2: invalidate cached data
  \[\text{issue fast invalidate instruction}\]
- but: SCC’s write-through has uncached memory performance
  - use write-back configuration as substitute
  - for benchmarks: ensure cache miss on write
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desireable beneficial hardware features in future nCC systems:

• **flushable write-combine buffer** for write-through memory
  ■ alternative: address range-based flush of modified cache lines
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potentials for further improvements
  • slow flush to RAM
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desirable beneficial hardware features in future nCC systems:
  • flushable write-combine buffer for write-through memory
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Recommendations for Future Systems

potentials for further improvements

- slow flush to RAM
- wasteful invalidation

desireable beneficial hardware features in future nCC systems:

- **flushable write-combine buffer** for write-through memory
- address **range-based cache invalidation** (for GETs)
- **remote cache invalidation** by address range (for PUTs)

→ more explicit control over caches for software
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